
Burt Hochberg is among the top 5% of all the attorneys

I have worked with - and against - in my professional

career. His expertise is unmatched & his pragmatism is

founded in the crucible of extensive experience. I have

known Burt for 15 years, when he first represented me

in a divorce. Recently, he assisted me to resolve a

lingering issue from that agreement.

 

The "Top 5%" is a lofty position given my professional

experience in the venture capital industry for over 25

years. I worked with some 120 attorneys representing

me or my companies & worked against another 120 or

so on the other side of the table. Add to that another

40-ish attorneys in jurisdictions outside the US.

 

So, how does Burt earn such a high rating? Five

specific reasons come to mind.

 

First, he is a clear communicator. Listen carefully & you

will ALWAYS know the important points to focus upon

& which points are of lesser value to support your

position.

 

Second, Burt adroitly mingles legal expertise with

practical knowledge of how the legal system functions

in his realm. As in the first point, you will always

understand which points will have bearing with a judge

& which will likely be ignored.



Third, you can depend on him to patiently help you

with any topic at any time. Sometimes he will push you

when it's appropriate. 

 

Fourth, he assembles strong teams of professionals

with complementary skills to support his efforts. I

include accolades for Elaine Knowles, SDF Partner, &

Chimene Granados, Associate.

 

Finally, Burt will never, ever make you feel inadequate

with some flippant remark, a condescending tone or a

dismissive attitude.

 

I encourage you to speak with Burt, ask him probing

questions and get comfortable with his expertise, his

skills & his style. I believe that you will come to agree

with me that Burt will represent you well.

 

-Robert L.



Burton Hochberg was my attorney through a very

difficult divorce and for three post decree matters

filed by my ex husband. Burt did an excellent job and

"won" basically every argument presented through all

cases. While the fees here are considered to be on the

high end, I never once questioned them because the

peace that I had in knowing I didn't need to worry

about my own attorney and their handling of the case,

was worth every penny I paid. I can confirm this

because of the absolute horrible experience I had with

Michael Ian Bender and Pasulka & Associates in a

fourth post decree case where I didn't use Burt

Hochberg in hopes of saving a little money after the

non stop filings by my ex husband. The billing and

service with Bender and Pasulka was insulting! 

 

Thank you to Burt Hochberg for being such a sharp

attorney and for the compassion and respect he

showed me as a client. Sadly I will likely need to deal

with future cases, and if I do, I will definitely be using

Schiller Ducanto & Fleck with Burt Hochberg and his

team!

 

-R M.


